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New features included in this release:
 DLM School Aggregate Reports Now Available as CSV - Previously, this bundle of reports was only
available in PDF format. This new feature will allow states to download a CSV version of these reports.
This will make it easy for districts to upload their students’ score information into their district school
information system. The CSV will include the student’s name, teacher name, school name, and grade
level as well as the EEs that were tested, EEs that were at or above target, skills mastered, and
achievement level.
 Enhancements to Custom State GRFs - Missouri, which has a custom GRF, has a new column that
includes the Total Linkage Levels Mastered. Maryland, which also has a custom GRF, will see a new
Course column populated in their file.
 GRF Upload User Interface (UI) Prevents Multiple Requests - All states will now see a change to the
GRF Upload UI. After a user clicks the “Approve” button, the button will now be hidden, indicating that
the request has been processed and prevent a request being sent multiple times. A new message
stating who approved the GRF and when they approved it will now appear.
 KAP Student Score Extract Now have Columns for SC Codes & Median Calculations– The KAP Student
Scores (Current, Specified, & Tested Students) Extract now contains a column that includes the SC
Code that was applied to the student’s test record. Additionally, there is now a column that indicates
whether this student was included in the district and/or school median calculation.

Kite® Suite elements that have been updated:
 KAP Report Text Updates for Pandemic Impact on Scoring - Reports for KELPA and KAP have been
updated with new language to reflect new messaging about the pandemic’s effect on scoring.
 Parent Portal Communication on Report Delivery Schedule, Grade 10 Math – Grade 10 math
reporting is now configured to account for Grade 10 math score delays due to cut scores not being
available. Parent Portal has been updated to include information about KAP Grade 10 math
assessments being delayed until cut scores are established by KSDE.
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